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About This Game

Explore, escape, fight and find your way out! Dive into the dangerous and mysterious world where you can fly through burgers
and french fries, huge mushrooms, trees growing from above, floating rocks and flying fish! Everything you haven't seen before

and will never experience in real life! Breathtaking locations and each of them will surprise you with its uniqueness providing
visual enjoyment and give you a boost of adrenaline! You should collect boosts to fill the bar in order to fight the boss in the end

of the level, though each boost is rising the speed so it's time to be carefull! If you touch too many obstacles you will need to
collect more boosts to start fillling your speed bar.
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Title: Fly High
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Kathlyn Games
Publisher:
Kathlyn Games
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel Pentium Dual-Core 2.2 GHz

Memory: 2000 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA or AMD GPU with 512MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 327 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible

English
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The Odyssey HD is an indie point and click adventure game. The game has plenty of places to visit, puzzles and mini games. I
played the Greek version, in which the dialogues are humorous and fun to read. An interesting and fun way for children and
groneups to get to know Homer's Odyssey as its plot is ,as possible could be, accurately based on it. The graphics-drawings are
also nice. What I disliked on the other hand was the lack of animation ( the characters just move from one place to another
fading out and fading in). Also the control mechanism is not the best. Music is also poor. Overall it is a fun game, appropriate
for any age, educational for anyone interested in ancient Greek Mythology, and IMO it is definatelly worth our support.. Action,
reflex, tactics..

oh, nice color effects, also ;). Until developers implement working rebind keys options and mouse Y invert i cannot recommend
this game. WASD only piece of concrete... To exit the game you need to go back to the very beginning. This is a pain for me
using that default keys layout. I can't say anything about other aspects of the game becausae i almost can't play it. Too sad....
zombies and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I Think This Game Is Just Awesome And U Should Buy It Right Now!!!. I had
to leave a review, this game is superb.

I personally played Union rather than League, and so have a very limited knowledge of this code, however I've been looking for
a really well made NFL, RFU or RFL game on the PC for.. well... years.

Firstly this feels like an AAA studio game. The menus and presentation are slick and apart from a couple of very minor UI
issues (like why would I want to play as any other team during career mode? Why do I have to keep rechoosing my team each
week?) but these are all minor and the devs seem to be patching already (day one).

The graphics are stunning, and it all runs very smoothly (over 100fps on my GTX970)

I'd go as far as to say this looks and feels like a FIFA or 2K title.

The gameplay is tough and whilst there are Drills which help improve the basics you'll have to figure out the rules and tactics of
the game as you go along.

It has all the key elements of a modern sports sim, with a My Player career mode, coach career mode, exhibitions, leagues and
multiplayer etc.

The sound is pretty realistic and on the whole very authentic, with some great bone crunching tackles. The commentators aren't
quite as varied as their FIFA/2K counterparts but they are a million times better than Blood Bowl 2...

If you follow Rugby League I'm guessing you aren't reading this because you're too busy playing this game, if you like sports
games but aren't sure about League or this game you should jump in!
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It's not terrible, but it's definitely not great either. Unfortunately with a lot of the songs it's a second delayed so you have to
either sing before the words pop up on the screen or just extend the words to make sure you get the bar filled in time (ie: "have
a good timeeeeeee..come on". This makes it much more difficult for songs you don't know the words to already, because you're
guessing ahead to a beat\/song you have no clue how it goes, therefore automatically getting punished. The pitches also seem to
be off with some songs, where the singer clearly goes higher yet the game says it doesn't. I've found I have a difficult time with
low-pitched songs, it always says I'm off? Even if it's a talking bit and I talk with it. Yet if I sing in a high-pitched voice it's
perfectly fine. I am a girl who was always a soprano in choir so it's not a huge problem, but I'm not sure how well it would work
with guys\/people with deeper voices so just a warning!

TLDR: If you like singing and have the extra money to splurge go ahead and buy it, otherwise I honestly wouldn't waste the
money (especially if it's not on sale).. This was one of the most beautiful and moving visual novels I have played - let me tell you
it is great but it has a boring middle and beginning - if I hadn't seen tinges of greatness I never would have anticipated the ending
which was great.

No spoilers of course but it sure turns it out better than it looks.

Touching and great experimental novel

SPOILERS BELOW DO NOT READ UNTIL YOU ARE DONE - IT"S A GREAT STORY

The fact that the ending was so miserable yet was supposed to be touching was not a good feeling for me.

I don't play games to experience real-life sadness and that's what I got.

Some really unhappy feelings met me at the end and I'm glad I have normal horror games to play now because this was REAL
SADNESS FROM OUR REAL WORLD which is not good.

Anyway I'd give it a 9\/10 for a mostly boring story and a beautiful yet horrible ending that made me feel terrible.

I love it and I'd buy a million sequels but I don't like real life in my stories.

Great job though to the developers.. So easy!!! Nice game!!!. At its core Rabbit Hole is an escape the room in an alice in
wonderland environment. To be frank I'm a bit jaded because I am an alice fanatic and one of my dream games is an alice in vr.
Trying to divorce myself from my bias, the game is rather simple there are a few puzzles in a small room that you need to solve
with alice mechanics. Shrinking, growing, eerie music and the like are some of the alice staples and they are all thoughtfully
included, with an added dash of sinister undertones thrown into the pot. At first, I could not recommend the game because of
some minor issues (which become greatly exaggerated in vr) there was a lighting problem, which made the game nearly pitch
black on my vive. On top of that the addition of motion controls brought with it a joystick specific solution to head rotation.
The Yaw rotation (or mouse\/ right joystick on gamepads) was mapped directly to the touchpad. This made the game extremely
uncomfortable to play. However, after voicing my concerns the dev patched these issues within a week showing they care about
feedback, with that said I can recommend this game whole heartedly.. This game is just uninteresting, not worth $12.
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